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 imit from 500 to 1100 mhz The website listed the following processors: CPU: 733 Mhz and Up Memory: 1 GB and Up Video:
DirectX 9c and Up Sound: DirectX 9c and Up I am using a Macbook Pro Core2 Duo 2.4GHz with 2GB RAM. I was hoping the
performance increase would be noticeable. However, the game still runs extremely slow. I was wondering if this has anything to
do with my graphics card. It is a Intel GMA 950 and using the IGP driver on OSX. I am also going to be putting an ATI Radeon

HD 4750 into this machine next week. Will the graphics card improve performance? I have never used graphics card drivers
before so I am unsure. What's the point in updating the game if it's still going to run slow? If they do fix the glitch in the game, I
can deal with that. I will simply install the game again. However, the game update was available via the patch to pre-load. Now,
they say to wait for the release, but it's been available for quite a while. I think it's just all the people that are complaining about

the game because of the "skip" glitch. It runs perfectly fine on my i5 950 @ 2.66 GHz with 4GB DDR3 I was thinking about
getting a Radeon HD 4750 myself, but I am trying to get a good deal on a motherboard that I like first. Do you have an opinion
of a motherboard that I should be looking for? It should at least be able to support a Radeon HD 4750 graphics card. What's the

point in updating the game if it's still going to run 82157476af
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